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EBRD UKRAINE RENEWABLE ENERGY DIRECT LENDING FACILITY 

EBRD ANSWERS TO COMMENTS FROM JAPAN 

(1) We read that there is green tariff system in Ukraine.  We would like you to clarify 

why CTF funding is needed because Feed in Tariff is designed to make projects 

financially viable.  In order to ensure that CTF funding would be effectively utilized 

with avoiding markets distortion, we would like to better understand current market 

situations in Ukraine. Would you provide us: 

(a) detailed description of green tariff system in Ukraine (purpose, mechanism, 

rationale of setting different tariff level to each category, does the mechanism 

promote private investment? or any issues? 

During the first part of 2009 the Government of Ukraine has issued primary 

legislation setting a green tariff for renewable energy and recently the National 

Energy Regulator of Ukraine (NERC) has issued the first green tariff approvals to 

developers.  The green tariff sets a minimum inflation indexed price for renewables 

based on different multiples of the retail tariff (depending on the renewable 

technology) and fixed in Euro terms as at 1 January 2009 and is applicable until 2030.  

As retail prices and exchange rates vary the Hyrvna price is re-calculated every month 

to take account of exchange rate movements. The Hyrvna price is then adjusted to 

ensure the Euro price does not fall below the specified minimum Euro price. The table 

below gives the Hyrvna and Euro equivalent green tariffs for the eligible renewable 

technologies as at January 2010. 

Ukraine Renewable Energy Tariffs 

Type of E-RES Minimum Green Tariff (Res. 857) 

kopek/kWh (excl VAT) 

Euro/MWh 

Wind (below 600kW) 70.15 64.6 

Wind (above 600kW and below 

2000 kW) 

81.84 75.4 

Wind (above 2000 kW) 122.77 113.1 

Biomass 134.46 123.9 

PV on the ground  505.09 465.3 

PV on roofs (above 100kW) 484.05 445.9 

PV on roofs (below 100kW) 463.00 426.5 

Small Hydro  84.18 77.5 

A small number of projects have been submitted to NERC for approval of tariffs 

under the new feed-in tariff regime.  However it remains the case that none of these 

projects are able to attract long term debt finance and so have to be funded wither 

from sponsor’s equity or short term debt.  There are very limited sources of long term 

capital and this dramatically reduces the possibilities for more projects to be actually 

constructed. 
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At this stage the feed-in tariff regime in Ukraine is in its very early stages and is 

largely untested, leading to considerable investor uncertainty and reluctance to 

provide funds for projects.  While tariffs have been confirmed to developers by NERC 

the majority of the related secondary legislation covering grid connection and dispatch 

and other permitting procedures have not yet been developed or implemented.  The 

technical assistance under the Direct Lending Facility will include a large programme 

of assistance to NERC to help them prepare these rules and procedures over the next 2 

years. 

The availability of the feed-in tariff is dependent on the renewable energy technology 

and does not differentiate between private or public ownership.  However the only 

projects known to the EBRD are all private sector and the proposed DLF will only 

finance private sector projects. 

Apart from large hydro projects, which are not the subject of this programme, there 

are hardly any renewable energy projects in Ukraine.  The only ones that have been 

constructed recently are small hydro where a few companies are active.  At the current 

time approximately [-] small hydro projects are in operation with total installed 

capacity of [-] MW. 

(b) how the recent Ukraine renewable project finance market is like?  (please provide 

a list of information of recently arranged renewable projects in Ukraine) 

There are hardly any renewable energy projects in Ukraine at the current time.  Most 

of these are small hydro where it is estimated total installed capacity is about 100 

MW.  Most of these have been financed buy small number of local developers using 

their own funds.  Hardly any have been built since the financial crisis took hold.  

There are only two or three small wind farms which have essentially been built as 

demonstration projects and anyway are now very old.  Total installed capacity is 

about 15 MW.  There are many biomass project generating heat from small local 

installations but very few generating electricity and most use old and inefficient 

technologies.  There are no commercial solar projects in Ukraine. 

There is no project finance market at all in Ukraine at the current time.  Commercial 

banks will only provide finance against liquid collateral or high quality corporate 

guarantees.  The proposed EBRD Direct Lending facility will be the only source of 

limited recourse finance available for renewable energy projects. 

(c) justification with quantitative analysis why CTF funding would be needed even the 

country has the green tariff mechanism? 

The reason CTF funding is needed is because of the lack of alternative sources of 

capital.  This is not really a quantitative issue as the lack of financing is not a function 

of the proposed green tariff, it is simply that commercial banks will not currently 

provide project finance in Ukraine at the current time, and even before the financial 

crisis had very little experience of this sector.  From the banks’ perspective an 

adequate green tariff is certainly a necessary condition for providing finance but it is 

not s sufficient condition, particularly when the tariff regime is new and is untested. 
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The reason there is no commercial finance available for renewable energy projects in 

Ukraine is because (i) Ukraine banks have very little experience of project finance and 

even before the crisis had hardly any exposure to this market; (ii) post-crisis with 

much reduced liquidity and increased risk aversion the banks are simply not prepared 

to consider this kind of financing.  It is hoped this as the economy recovers and the 

EBRD helps establish the first projects under the DLF that commercial banks may be 

prepared to participate alongside the EBRD.  However the impact of this would 

initially be to reduce the level of EBRD exposure to bring it in line with our normal 

35% limit, so the utilization of CTF funding would not change. 

Normally the EBRD will provide no more than 35% of the total investment needs of a 

project but will aim to bring along other commercial banks for a similar amount with 

investors contributing the balance (i.e. 30% as equity).  As there are no other sources 

of commercial finance in Ukraine at the current time the EBRD Board has 

exceptionally allowed the Bank to provide up to 50% of total financing needs, with 

the balance split into 20% coming from CTF and 30% from investors. 

Thus the justification for the CTF money is because there are no other sources of 

finance available in Ukraine.  As the EBRD cannot consider financing beyond 50% 

the only projects that could be considered without the CTF would be those where 

developers can contribute at least 50% as equity.  This is much higher than in 

conventional markets (where 30% is traditionally a reasonable level of equity) and  

(2) We read that CTF funding will be subordinated to private funding and EBRD 

funding.  Although we understand that subordinated loan would catalyze private 

sector funding, we still like to ask further clarification on the following points: 

(a) justification why CTF funding is required to be subordinated to EBRD loan? (not 

only to private loan but also EBRD loan?) 

The justification for the use of CTF money is because there are no other sources of 

finance available in Ukraine at the current time and that the CTF allows very valuable 

flexibility in scheduling repayments to match project cash flows and encourage co-

financing from local banks.  For the facility CTF funds will be deployed in one of two 

ways: 

• In the majority of cases as debt ranking equally with the EBRD but usually with 

a longer tenor, extended grace period or back-ended repayment profile.  While 

not subordinate to the EBRD this flexibility in repayment will be important to 

ensure the repayment profile is appropriately matched to projected cash flows; or 

• In exceptional cases where a project has particular merits, both technically and 

commercially, but where the investors are unable to provide the required level of 

equity to meet normal gearing ratios it is proposed that CTF funding may be 

considered on a subordinate basis in order to ensure senior debt is not over-

geared.  This used would be based on the situation outlined in paragraph 15 of 

the Clean Technology Fund document: Financing Products, Terms, and Review 

Procedures for Private Sector Operations and would only happen when the 

EBRD considered that use of CTF funds in this way is both (i) necessary in 

order to enable a commercially viable debt structure to be established and (ii) 
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would be beyond ‘business as usual’ as a transaction for the EBRD as described 

in the CTF document, i.e. in essence where the normal levels of risk/reward 

required by the Bank cannot be met because the required levels of return on a 

commercial basis would exceed what the project could pay but which could meet 

the required returns of concessional CTF financing.  Such decision would also 

be taken with support from the EBRD’s Office of Chief Economist (OCE) which 

would assess the project for its transition impact and consider if this would 

justify the proposed use of concessional finance.  OCE operates independently 

from the banking teams responsible for originating and executing EBRD 

transactions. 

Use of CTF funds in this way would be the exception not the norm and would only 

happen if the EBRD considered that the project had sufficient transition impact to 

justify this approach, such as to establish a first project in a particular technology 

sector or where the use of subordinate funding would be required in order to attract 

co-financing from commercial banks. 

(b) how the risk mitigation measure of the CTF funding would be? 

Financial modelling will be done for actual projects as they are proposed but the 

EBRD would only approve projects if it was satisfied the risks were adequately 

covered and that EBRD and CTF funds were expected to be repaid in accordance with 

the terms of lending.  Both EBRD and CTF loans would be subject to the approval of 

the bank’s Operations Committee which is responsible for approval of all EBRD 

transactions. 

(c) If the CTF funding is subordinated, how the interest rate and other terms of CTF 

will be designed compared to EBRD loan? 

Terms for both EBRD and CTF portions of the loans will be determined based on 

cash flow analysis of the respective projects and discussions with the EBRD’s Credit 

Department which assesses both the risks of the project and the current financial 

market conditions to ensure EBRD lending terms are priced appropriately with respect 

to both factors.  Like OCE, the Credit Department operates independently from the 

banking teams that prepare and develop the projects.  In the case of the CTF funding 

the same process will apply but additionally the banking team will agree with Credit 

and OCE what, if any, level of concessional terms would be appropriate for the CTF 

funding in order to address the situation described in 2 (a) above, i.e. where the 

project requires concesisonal support because the required levels of return on a 

commercial basis would exceed what the project could pay.  Whatever level of 

concessionality is agreed would be the minimum that OCE considers is required in 

order to achieve the desired transition impact. 

(3) Lastly, we would like EBRD to make a best effort to co-finance with commercial 

banks to utilize private funding in the renewable sector in Ukraine. 

This is a core component of the facility and is central to the EBRD’s objectives for the 

programme.  This is the main reason that the financing is being structured as proposed 

so that commercial co-financing can be most easily integrated with the EBRD debt 

structure. 


